[Real world analysis to explore clinical features of Shenxiong glucose injection combined with other medications].
To explore the real world clinical medication and combination characteristics of Shenxiong glucose injection. The basic information of patients with Shenxiong glucose injection, traditional Chinese and western medicine diagnosis information, doctor advice information and laboratory test information from the hospital information system(HIS) of 19 tertiary hospitals in China. Apriori algorithm was adopted to establish the models, and Clementine 12.0 was used for correlation analysis to analyze the real world clinical medication and combination characteristics of Shenxiong glucose injection. Among 8 316 patients in the study, 523 kinds of western medicine and 148 kinds of traditional Chinese medicine(TCM) were used. In combined application, the single western medicine with highest use frequency was aspirin(1 908 cases, 22.94%), and single Chinese medicine with highest use frequency was Shuxuetong injection (771 cases, 9.27%); the most common TCM pair was Xianling Gubao capsule+Lugua Duotai injection(rules support degree was 2.55%), and the most common western medicine pair was aspirin+atorvastatin(degree of association rules was 10.15%). They were often used in combination with antibiotics, blood-activating and stasis-dissolving prescription, and adrenal cortical hormone drugs. Shenxiong glucose injection was often used in combination with antiplatelet drugs and blood-activating and stasis-dissolving prescription in clinical application to enhance the effects of anti-platelet aggregation and blood-activating and stasis-dissolving; it was often used in combination with antibiotics to treat cor pulmonale, and incompatibility shall be noticed to ensure efficacy enhancement under the premise of clinical medication safety.